Arnold, William

From: Doherty, Patricia
Sent: Tuesday, August 14, 2012 1:45 PM
To: Arnold, William
Subject: FW: Last night's shooting

From: Donovan, Robert
Sent: Tuesday, August 14, 2012 1:38 PM
To: Flynn, Edward; Plant, Joel; Burke, Linda Attorney; Unora, Jay; Krowski Jr., Mark; Pixley, Rebecca; Ramirez, Alex; Heier, Timothy; Ann Lopez Community Prosecutor; Harpole, James
Subject: Last night's shooting

To All,

It appears that there is continuing violence going on at the Trevino house and it needs to be stopped. I met with a few of you on Aug. 2nd in regards to the murder that took place at this property and I expressed my strong desire then to have something done to shut this place down, but I was told there was really nothing that can be done.

Now there has been a triple shooting at this property and children have been shot. The other residents in that neighborhood are living under siege (many whom I have known personally for years), and they are scared. For whatever reason, this property has become a magnet for violence and a threat to public safety and public health, and I need to know that there is a plan in place to deal with the violence on this block before we lose all the good people in this area. I need to be able to reassure these decent residents that the police are in control and that they do not have to be afraid to go outside on their own block.

I need everyone to work together to figure out a way to shut this house down. The City has taken away many homes for chronic drug dealing – why not for ongoing gang affiliation and violence? I am hoping that the Rhino is still in place on this block and possibly recorded this latest incident, but if not I am requesting that it be placed back on this block.

I need a response as soon as possible in regards to what is being done to prevent any more violence on this block. We know where the problem is – can we come up with a solution? Please advise so I can let the residents know how this is being dealt with.

Bob 708-9417

Alderman Donovan
8th District
(414) 286-3533

Alderman Donovan
8th District
(414) 286-3533

8/14/2012